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Utah's Meteorologists
 

Summary 
Students will be able to compare and contrast the seasonal weather patterns during the school year
and analyze and interpret data such as temperature in different locations and different times.
 

Materials 
My Meteorologist Notebook (pdf) 
for each student
One piece of poster board 9"x11" for each student
Copy of a circle (pdf) 
with a dot in the middle copied on brown art paper
United States Weather Tracker paper (pdf)
Global Weather Tracker paper (pdf)
Map of Utah
Map of the United States
Map of the world
Postcards or pictures of vacation spots in Utah and outside of Utah provided by students
White board markers for the Venn Diagram
Participant notebooks or handbook
9"x11" poster
5" circle for them to trace
Brown art paper
Large Postit note charts

Prizes:
Lakeshore catalog:

SF215 World map $3.75 each (810) per person pg. #201
SF210 USA map $3.85 each (810) per person pg. #201

 

Background for Teachers 
Weather is the condition of the air that surrounds Earth. Meteorologists can predict the weather by
using certain tools: a thermometer, which measures the temperature; a wind vane, which measures
the wind speed; and a barometer, which measures air pressure.
Storms come from clouds, and they display themselves in many: rain (water falling from the sky), hail
(ice chunks), snow (ice crystals), sleet (a mixture of rain and snow), tornados (violently destructive
windstorms), and hurricanes (severe tropical storms that include heavy rain and wind).
 

Intended Learning Outcomes 
5. Students will understand and use basic concepts and skills.
 

Instructional Procedures 
Invitation to Learn:
Using clothing from different seasons, allow the students help you sort the clothing as they see fit.
After sorting the clothes a few times, ask: "How could we sort the clothing for different seasons,
weather, or climate depending on where you live."
Instructional Procedures:
Local Weather:

Bring in a weather report from a newspaper or the Internet depicting the weather for the local
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areas around Utah.
Ask: "Would what you wear change if you lived in another area of Utah?"
As a class, pick a city in Utah in which to compare the area they live in.
Make a Venn diagram comparing the different ways people would dress. Discuss the differences
and similarities.
Have the students record the Venn diagram and findings in their meteorologist notebooks.

The Weather of Two Cities:
To show the dynamics of the weather, record the temperature, cloud cover, precipitation of
Logan and St. George for one week. Log onto KSL Weather tab St. George and Logan to collect
data. This activity is best to do during the spring and winter months.
Discuss the difference in the weather. Talk about what could affect the changes in weather.
Usually higher elevations receive more moisture and are colder. Lower elevations usually
remain drier and warmer.
Have each class member build a mountain and a valley to show the differences in the climate:

Provide each student a piece of poster board 9"x11".
Cut the corner of the poster board out to look like Utah.
Provide each student a brown 5" circle with a dot in the middle.
Instruct the students to cut the circle to the middle point, fold into a cone, and glue the sides
of the cone together.
Cut halfinch slits on the bottom of the cone and glue it to the poster board.
The cone represents the mountain, while the poster board represents the valley.
Have them label the top of the cone "mountain" Logan and the bottom of the poster board
"valley" St. George.

Have the students pick one of the weather days recorded for Logan and St. George and
decorate their mountain and valley to match the weather of that day using paint, clay, pipe
cleaners, cotton, paper punch confetti, paper scarps, etc.
Group students together by the day tracked they chose to make their model resemble. Allow
groups to present all models to the class. Allow time for the students to record results in their
meteorologist notebook.

Vacations in Utah:
Ask the students to bring in any handdrawn pictures, photographs, or postcards from vacations
in Utah.
Sort the pictures into categories selected by the students.
Ask: "How would we sort these pictures if we were to sort by seasons?"
Discuss the ways different areas look in the same season due to each area's climate (i.e.
dessert verses mountains).
Discuss how climate and season affect the types of vacations you take.
In their meteorologist notebook, have them record their ideal and worst vacation spot and what
the weather would be.

Weather of the United States:
Once you have compared your local weather to other Utah areas, compare it to neighboring states.
Provide each student with a paper. Discuss how the weather is different, the same, and what you
would wear if you lived in other states. For example, a warm winter day in Utah may be a cold winter
day in Evanston, WY. Taking the class on the Internet, check World Weather.

Compare the weather at home to cities in neighboring states. On their "United States Weather
Tracker" paper, have the students record in one of the boxes the name of the city, the
temperature, and the climate. Then in the adjacent box have the students draw a picture of
themselves and what they would be wearing.
Using the Internet, show the students five other cities. Try to choose at least one city on the east
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coast and one on the west coast to show the contrasts of the weather. Some fun cities could
include Hawaii in the winter or Alaska in the spring. Have the students record each city on their 
United States Weather Tracker paper as they did in Step 1.
Staple each student's United States Weather Tracker paper to his/her meteorologist notebook.

Weather Around the World:
After you have researching the United States, assign students to take home the "Global
Weather Tracker" note and explain the assignment to parents.
Instruct students to find the weather in other countries
Once all of the students have returned their Global Weather Tracking place a large world map at
the front or your class.
Instruct the students cut their Global Weather Tracking papers into city strips.
Instruct the students come up to the large world map one at a time or in small groups. Have
students explain their findings of global weather to the class.
As the students finish each city strip, instruct them to tape their strip to the map.
Looking at each of the cities mentioned by the students, discuss what clothing would be
appropriate for the temperatures and climates on each city strips.
Discuss how the weather may affect the activities in other countries compared to what activities
the weather here at home affects what activities we can do.
Have the students choose where they would like to go in the world on a vacation. In their
meteorologist notebook, have them record how the weather would affect what activities they
would be doing in that countries.

Lesson and Activity Time Schedule:
Each lesson is 55 minutes.
Each activity is 30 minutes.
Total lesson and activity time is 85 minutes.

Activity Connected to Lesson:
Discovering Differences in Climate:

Divide the participants into small groups (34 people).
Instruct groups to sort the postcards of Utah vacations they brought with them into two different
piles. Each group will be sorted according to attributes decided by the group.
Instruct each group to discuss why the sorted them that way. They may make any changes to
their sorts at this time.
Provide each group with a large Postit chart. Instruct each group to make a Venn diagram
showing how the two groups are similar and different.
Share each group's Venn diagram with the class.
Have them write findings in their notebooks, journals, or participant handbook.
Repeat 1 3 with other postcards, or pictures from outside of Utah.
Compare the Venn diagrams from each activity.

Build a Mountain:
Have the participants make a mountain diagram following the directions found under "Build a
Mountain" in the lesson.
 

Extensions 
Where Would You Travel?

Compare two different vacation spots brought in by the class, or from your own trips.
Discuss the differences in temperature, climate, and precipitation.
After comparing, take a poll on where the students would like to go if they could go.
Instruct the students to draw where their ideal vacation would be in their My Meteorologist
Notebook.



Instruct the students to share their My Meteorologist Notebook with the class or a partner.
Repeat activity steps 13.
Next, instruct the students to draw where they would not like to vacation. Have them explain
their reasoning, and what it would look like on their vacation.

How Does the Weather Affect Different Areas?
Repeat "The Weather of Two Cities" activity during different season. Using the season chosen
in this activity discussion, refer to their My Meteorologist Notebook to show the difference in the
same place during a different season.

What Does the Weather Do to Your Outfit?
Have the students draw what they would dress like in the fall, winter, spring and summer where
you live in their My Meteorologist Notebook.
Instruct students to choose one city from their United States Weather Tracker.
Now have the students draw what it would look like in their chosen city during the fall, winter,
spring, and summer.

Family Connections:
Have students and their families find the ideal vacation spot during the season they are in. Have
them explain why it would be ideal for them, and what the weather would be in that particular spot
of the world. Have them return to class and share their findings.

 

Assessment Plan 
Compare your local area to another country they have studied in their My Meteorologist
Notebook.
Ask: "How are they similar and different in temperature, climate, and precipitation?"
Determine understanding according to their answer.
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